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Gotranscript test answers september 2020

11)How should significant sound events in Clean Verbatim be recorded? Answer- [laughs] 12) If the speaker made a grammatical error in a sentence I saw one child, how would you transcribe it? Answer - I saw one child. 13) What forms are not suitable for affirmation in Full Verbatim? Answer- Aha, Uh-uhhh, Mm 14) Read the guidelines before filling out the
___ application form. Answer, in 15) Which sentence is spelled correctly and capitalized? Pure Verbatim. Answer - It must be called the present one. 16) Vilnius ____ has about 723,000 permanent residents. Answer- , lithuanian capital, 17) The girl is in her late ___. Answer- 20s 18) If there is an 'et cetera' in sound, what should you do? Answer- Transcribe
'et cetera' as part of audio.19) I adore you and __ smile. Answer - your 20) I met ____ in Lithuania. Answer- Jane 21) What form is correct when it shows affirmation? Full Verbatim Answer- Mm-hmm, Mm 22) What is the correct answer to 2+5*4-8÷4/5 =? Answer- 12 23) The exact shape of the mannication is: Answer- [00:00:00]24) What are the basic rules
for application when transcribing an audio file? Clean Verbatim Answer- The beginning of each sentence should be capitalized. Longer speeches should be separated into smaller paragraphs. Paragraphs should be no longer than 500 symbols. 25) The files are transcribed to: Answer- American English, unless the client specifies otherwise. 26) The exact
form(s) of affirmation for Full Verbatim is (su): Answer-Mm-hmm, Mm, uh-huh 27) I have __ and __ . Answer - $1, £10 28) You should write numbers as numbers for: Year of age answers and deletes Mathematical Equations and Formulas Money Measurements29) What are the types of times? Answer- Every 2 minutes Speaker change 30) How to spot a
significant pause in speech? Answer- Pause is only significant if it is not shorter than 10 seconds. It is marked as [break 00:00:00] with the correct man-man. 31) The sounds of the person speaking are always: Answer: On the same line and in the present tense 32) If there is a sentence: Last month, I went to Warsaw, the capital of Poland'' but the speaker
pronounces it as Varshav, how will you rewrite the name of the capital? Answer: Warsaw. 33) Why would you always rewrite files yourself? Answer: Using artificial intelligence is a violation of gt's ad for 100% man-made transcription service. In addition, AI will not help you in real work either because of its quality or the various accents you will come across.
32) Which sentence is exactly intermittent? Answer: In the first place, modern communicators have allowed many to work from home. 33)If there is a sound of laughter that is not made by the speaker but by other people, should it, if at all, be included in the transcription? Full Verbatim. Answer: It should always be written on a separate line and in the format
[of laughter]. 34) Do you have to prescribe the torment? I fully believe the answer: Yes. Like what Um, love, uh, bass basketball. 35) How should you rewrite your hours? Answer: 14:00, 11:45, six o'clock, eleven o'clock 35)Which of the following, slang words or spoken contractions, should be written in clean verbatim file the way he said it? Answer: Spoken
contradiction36) Which of the following, slang words or spoken contractions, should be rewritten into a clean verbatim file the way he said it? Answer: Speech contradiction 37) What is the correct format of the speaker (speaker) label? Answer: Speaker: 38) This is a problem that needs to be solved __ Answer: with 39) If there is a word you can't hear
because of heavy background noise, what do you have to do? Answer: Mark it as [an unassaidable 00:00:00] with the correct time to sound. 40) ) If the speaker spells the word, what will it look like in transcription? Answer: My name is Gintare. G-I-N-T-A-R-E. 41) What should you do with swear words? Answer: Rewrite it word for word. 42) What do you have
to do when a person agrees on something by saying: Yes or Ok? Clean Verbatim Answer: Yep, Aha, Mm-hmm must be written as Yes. Okay must be written as ok. 43) What is considered the word filler in Full Verbatim? Answer: Type, Mind 44) The customer dictates instructions on how to rewrite audio. Do you have to rewrite the instructions word for word?
Answer: Instructions for spoken instructions (new paragraph, comma, period) should only be followed unless otherwise determined by the customer. 45) If the sound has no sound: Answer: Think as a client. If the sound is not playing for technical reasons, check in this file and DO NOT SUBMIT. 46) FV Stuttering: Why is it ____? Answer: m-m-moist
CONNECT WITH US ON TELEGRAM CHANNEL GoTranscript Audio Test Answer 13 September 2020All MCQ's Of GoTranscriptSpeaker 1 (00:01):This audio is used for the transcription test on GoTranscript.Speaker 2 (00:09):P olytics and criminals alike are interested in the origin of crime, it is the development and means of its prevention. Now, even a
GoTranscript applicant, like you, can understand that a man or woman who has in sight of gaining an undeserved increase can cheat as a ready means of owning themselves or themselves the property of others with little effort on their own heart. At the same time, I dare say that even the editor of GoTranscript cannot provide any adequate reason for the
fact that some men, not to mention women, to devote the amount of energy, work, perseverance, and ingenuity to acquiring an uncertain life and in [inaudible 00:01:01], half of which is directed into readable channels, which serve to put them in a position that commands both wealth and respect. Speaker 2 (01:14):Now, it's you who listen to it on the YouTube
page, you may not realize it, but plagiarism is the bane of our existence here at GoTranscript. And in fact, in most legitimate people transcription companies, we absolutely positively hate it when people steal. audio files. But since they seem determined to do so, we decided to make them as uncomfortable as possible and harder to understand. After all, if
you're determined to cheat, you're damn well going to work for it. This audio test will show that not only is the successful trade and cheating GoTranscript audio test conducted openly and unblushingly, but also that there must be a huge number of cheaters as a whole living through unfair practices and links to all forms of gambling. Speaker 2 (02:09): Many of
these sharks are still undetected and do not withstand the vigilance of the authorities, still following their call under the very eyes of justice. Dealing with a theme of such a broad character as the one on which we are engaged, the difficulty of starting at the beginning is greater than it may seem to the occasional GoTranscript applicant. There are so many
points from which you can be attacked, about treating everything that is known in relation to it, or following it back to the earliest records. This, of course, does not take into account the limited space at our disposal. Speaker 2 (02:55): Even where it can historically be found, I would say where the beginning begins. It's not just any of us in GoTranscript, it's
damningly translated beyond doubt that someone should search geological formations at great depth to discover the remains of this man who first conceived the idea of correcting fickle wealth [inaudible 00:03:18]. If science ever achieves this discovery, we will certainly have reasonable grounds to believe that we have found a very close relative of Adam
himself. Eve, she's a different story. Speaker 1 (03:35):This audio is used for the GoTranscript transscript test. They are a transcription and translation company that boasts top clients such as the BBC, Netflix, Bose and more. The company accepts transcripters from around the world and provides online transcriptions for beginners. Many of the requests
were denied because they can't even pass the first test. If they passed in the first test or quiz test, they face a big hurdle again and fail the second test or Audio test. So in this post, I will solve your problem by providing you with 100% authentic Gotranscript test answers for both tests. Go Transcript Quiz Answers | However, the order of questions can be
changed in your Gotanscript profile. So, carefully check, then fill out the correct answer. Q: The timestamping time format must be: Correct answer: [00:00:00] (always bold) Q: What is this text format, Text is transcribed exactly as it sounds and includes all speaker statements.? Correct answer: Full literal Q: How will you mark something you can't quite
distinguish in an audio file? Correct answer: [incomprehensible 00:01:50] Q: What is the correct answer 2+2*3+2+2*2=2=2=? Correct answer: 14 Q: If a client asks you to peel every two minutes, what would it look like? Correct answer: Q: The client requires time stamping every two minutes. You need to rewrite 10-20 minutes part of the sound. Where do
you start peeling off time? Correct answer: [00:10:00] Tip: If part of 20-30 minutes : The answer will be: [00:20:00] Q: If the client requires a change of time on the speaker change, what format would it be? Correct answer: [00:10:53] examiner: Q: What text format is this Transcribed text does not include speech errors, false beginnings and various filler words,
such as: um, uh, hmm, so, you know, kind of, etc. Correct answer: Clear literally Q: How will you mark something you can't hear in an audio file? Correct answer: [neaudible 00:01:50] Q: Choose the correct form for the full literally: Correct answer: I-I-I-think that's not c-c-correct. Q: Choose the correct pattern: The correct answer: He approached him and said:
What's your name? Q: Which speaker label is correct? Correct answer: Speaker 1: Q: Are speaker tags required each time the speaker changes? Correct answer: Every time. Q. Can you guess the word if you're not 100% sure what's said? Correct answer: No. Q: What is the correct answer to 2+2*3+2*2+4=? Correct answer: 16. You can also watch this
video to make it clearer to correct yourself. Go Transcript Audio Response | Data Entry Jobs | Transcript job What are we supposed to talk about today, so I heard people call me Hitler on Facebook? Not because it wasn't because of what I was saying it was because of the tone that. If I'm a bitch then now that I just found out I'm pregnant and my hormone
levels are through the roof, imagine how bitch I think now and they also see that I'm cursed a lot not fucking cursed much. I only swear when I'm angry and okay I admit I'm angry almost most of the time to be called a call me whatever. (For quality sound. Buy this amazing Bluetooth speaker) Did you think you'd get away with it so easily that it won't happen
because if you remember that I like to read so these authors will be, Amm I'm not even sure how-how you pronounce this, but I'll do my best because you have to do some research so it's called Parinoush Saniee and she's from and she might help you when , when in by asking for her name. So she's from Iran, okay? You know, the test has to be a little
harder just a little bit because it's not 10 pages. It's not 10 steps you'd have to take, like on other sites, because yes, I've been out. I've seen the other tests, I know what it's all about. So you should just say thank you for this little three-minute test without background noise, no transcription problems, no problem with the quiz because you have the answers
right there in the guidelines. And you can also look at the samples, etc. Okay, like I said, what are we supposed to talk about today? Oh, I saw one more thing on Facebook that sounded like Salma Hayek, really? Seriously? She's Mexican, for God's sake. And I'm just starting to say you're not assuming. My accent is Russian, which means I'm from around
Russia. So, not Mexico? To get it? Pretty far from each other? Anyway, okay, let's move on. So what I'm doing right now, right now I'm just staring at my vodka bottles, which of course I can have. Because remember that I'm ready, so I'm looking to have my saw about it absolute. And (For quality sound. You can also buy this amazing Bluetooth speaker) I
have both champagne and some vines and of course I can have anything. I guess you didn't like my last test where I talked about books, you know, Palahniuk's books, Chuck Palahniuk, did you realize what I was saying there? Or maybe you just bought a test, like almost everyone else. Because now we have some groups that are supposed to help people,
lead people. But actually, what happens is sometimes people go into their little private discussions, and when someone wants to do a test, they just ask someone in that group hey can you help me with this question and this question?. And so some people get over who shouldn't actually be here. But that's okay because we have so many rating systems that
waves will be pulled out. Yes and no, blame me for being such a bad person. And I don't sympathize and I don't emphasize all the sizes, things and words you can think of. I really don't care. So if you want me to set another test, which will be so academic and so specific, and you're going to have to search all over Google to find out which fuck I'm saying I
can do it, but I think you'll be very happy with this. And I've already told you about Palahniuk a few times, so let's see who else I have here. Okay, so I have Mario Verga Samosa. Amm I don't have an English title, but of course, you'll find it. Ok Good luck Bu-Bye You can also watch this video to better clarify yourself to correct yourself. I hope you get all the
answers and if you like this post then share your sweetheart so that they will get rid of this test problem. Problem.
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